Internship at Erasmusu.com (in Murcia, Spain or online from your country)

Creating new articles and content related to travels and translating content from English, Spanish, etc. into your native language (Spanish, English, French, Italian, Portuguese, German, Polish or Dutch) and helping in communication and marketing.

Have you received an Erasmus+, Leonardo, Eurodyssee or other kind of scholarship or just a Learning Agreement and are now looking for an internship placement abroad or online? Work at a young and innovative startup, the biggest social network for Erasmus and exchange students… work with us! Erasmusu.com! In Spain or online!

Apply >> by filling this form <<
What are we looking for?

**Native speaker** in one of the following: Spanish, English, French, Italian, Portuguese, German, Polish or Dutch (soon in more languages, give us some time, please!). Please, **do not apply if you are not native in at least one of these languages**.

**Secondary languages**: Spanish (good), English (good). The text you will translate will be mainly in these two languages so it would be great if you understand one of them, but we also have texts in all the other languages (if you prefer that).

**Areas of study**: Translation, Languages, Philology.

You will be in charge of:

- **Translating** the Erasmusu.com website and best articles into your native language!
- **Creating new articles**, related to travel, useful info for students worldwide, etc.

**Valued (although not essential)**

- Interest in traveling and to have traveled to different parts of the world.
- Interest in writing, for example, having your own blog.
- A laptop so you can work on the go and away from the office if need be.
- Interest in learning about other cultures and people from other countries.
- To enjoy technology and startup philosophy.
- Some very basic experience in HTML.

**Who are we?**

We are an established technology company, formed by young people, focused on creating a useful portal for international students.

We work with great enthusiasm and energy, we love to travel, to meet people from other countries and promote projects and services that are useful for others who share these same interests.

Erasmusu.com is the best web reference for exchange students. On Erasmusu.com you can find accommodation, photos, rankings, student experiences, information on cities and universities, new people and much more.

Erasmusu is growing fast!
Where? In Murcia, Spain! // Or Online!

Two options:

1) The sunny city of Murcia, Spain. A beautiful city, 50km from the sea with more than 300 days of sunshine a year. Plenty of international students, student areas and holiday sites. Murcia has a thriving culture and rich gastronomy, with everything in walking distance.
Need more info about Murcia? Read the... >> Tips for lucky interns coming to Erasmusu.com <<

2) Or Online. You can also do our internship abroad from your country!

**Payment**

Students can apply for a scholarship (Erasmus+, Leonardo, Eurodyssee, etc) that provide a lot of monetary benefits (between 300€ and 900€ depending on the scholarship). Your University will have all the information about the scholarships available to those doing a placement abroad.

We also offer our own small objective-based incentive, awarded if **certain goals are met** each month (for small expenses):

- Internship in Murcia: approximately **200€ / month**.

**Length of the internship**

We are happy for you to stay as long as you want. Whether 3, 6, 9 or 12 months, it’s up to you! We usually **prefer a minimum of 6 months** and if we have to choose between several candidates, we may prefer the longer stay… but we are open to your needs.

**Start date**

As soon as you are available :)

Schedule

The usual schedule is **5 hours per day** (25 a week), but we are open to your needs.

Availability

There are 4 vacancies to fill. Hurry up if you want to be the one!

Advantages

- Join a company formed by young people and share your time with other international students.
- Meet other international students, with the option to participate in Erasmus international festivals, tours, etc.
- Coming to Spain! Or working remotely online!
- Practice your languages and learn about other cultures.
- You will have some freedom to manage your time in a way that best suits you and occasionally you can work some days online (if you come to Murcia).

Interested?

Apply >> **by filling this form** <<